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"[Boecoming Mila] is a book that draws you in and won't let you
go. I loved it! ... I wanted to be in Fairview with [Mila], making the
friends she makes, having fun with these people, enjoying their
ordinary - and not so ordinary - lives. I can't wait for the next
book!" GILL STEWART, author of the Galloway Girls series The
electrifying sequel to Becoming Mila ... following Blake and Mila
through the heatfilled days of a tempestuous summer. When an
onslaught of revelations brings chaos to Mila's life, her A-list
parents jet from LA to join her in Tennessee. But they bring marital
conflicts with them, leaving Mila distraught, betrayed, trapped. In
the explosive fall-out, Mila can't help but question everything she
ever knew about her family and herself. The one person she can
trust is Blake - and so she turns to him for a summer of freedom and
fun. Their flourishing relationship grows stronger, more intense, but
Blake has crises of his own ... featuring a guitar, a pushy mom and a
clingy ex. Soon they both face extraordinary pressure - not least to
take sides in the drama of ambition and bitterness unfolding
between their families. As life starts to unravel, can Mila and Blake
keep it together or will it all fall apart?
Aimed at daughters experiencing the emotional abuse of narcissistic
mothers, Will I Ever Be Good Enough? helps readers overcome the
challenges and reclaim their lives. The first book for daughters who
have suffered the abuse of selfish, self-involved mothers, Will I
Ever Be Good Enough? provides the expert assistance you need in
order to overcome this debilitating history and reclaim your life.
Drawing on more than two decades of experience as a therapist
specializing in women’s health and hundreds of interviews with
suffering daughters, Dr. Karyl McBride helps you recognize the
widespread effects of this emotional abuse and create an
individualized program for self-protection, resolution, and complete
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recovery. Narcissistic mothers teach their daughters that love is not
unconditional, that it is given only when they behave in accordance
with maternal expectations and whims. As adults, these daughters
have difficulty overcoming feelings of inadequacy, disappointment,
emotional emptiness, and sadness. They may also have a fear of
abandonment that leads them to form unhealthy romantic
relationships, as well as a tendency to perfectionism and unrelenting
self-criticism or to self-sabotage and frustration. Dr. McBride’s stepby-step program will enable you to: (1) Recognize your own
experience with maternal narcissism and its effects on all aspects of
your life (2) Discover how you have internalized verbal and
nonverbal messages from your mother and how these have
translated into overachievement or self-sabotage (3) Construct a
personalized program to take control of your life and enhance your
sense of self, establishing healthy boundaries with your mother and
breaking the legacy of abuse Warm and sympathetic, Dr. McBride
brings a profound level of authority to Will I Ever Be Good
Enough? that encourages and inspires you as it aids your recovery.
In her dynamic new devotional, international speaker Joyce Meyer
provides you with powerful 'starting points' for every day of the
year. Each day's devotion is filled with practical advice from Joyce
along with life-changing promises from God's Word that you can
quickly and easily apply in your own life. The world wants you to
place your trust in your circumstances, your success, your talents,
and the opinions of others. But God has called you to rise above the
world, and put your full trust in Him - to believe and apply what
He's promised more than anything else. Living this way won't just
happen - you have to be intentional. But where do you begin? We
all need help to make good choices, to battle worry, overcome
anxiety, and keep a positive attitude. Using this devotional, readers
will learn to grab hold of life this way, day by day, with trust in
God.
God is in the dock. Shall we convict him or forgive him? Shall we
replace the God of Scripture with another of our choosing, mock
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and deride him, or ignore him? Shall we replace revelation with the
chaos of speculation? We perceive ourselves, ratherthan God, as the
center of the world and this universal condition leads to conflict
with others and with God. Maintaining our center causes cheating,
lying, litigation, divorce, wars, genocide, and human misery.
Western civilization is giving up trust in the promise of God's
mercy, justice, and forgiveness and replacing it with trust in the
goodness of man. Jesus warned us to beware the teaching of the
Sadducees and Pharisees. The Sadducees, who denied hope of
eternal life, are a rough equivalent of our modern day secularists
with their religious trust that this world is all there is. Replacing
God with trust in flawed human nature is a mark of arrogance that
even pagans would have characterized as hubris evoking divine
wrath. The Pharisee's yeast of self-righteousness is a natural
condition of us all. Even when cleansed it reappears in every
tradition rendering forgiveness and transformation a promise only
for those who think they have earned and deserve it. Such a
distortion of God's word is congenial to our self-as-center, but it
robs us sinners of the justice and mercy of a loving God. Following
Jesus's warning we have the opportunity to wipe away the Sadducee
arrogance and the Pharisee self-righteousness and discover anew the
supreme power and joy of the Christian faith.
Raising Girls’ Voices: Guiding Girls to Listen, Trust, Share, and
Use Their Voices
Trusting Fate
Quick, Before the Music Stops
The Daring Female's Guide to Ecstatic Living
The Dance Dragon
Life's Garden of Weekly Wisdom
Lindsay Sealey learned early in life that her voice was her secret
power. In using her voice, Sealey gained confidence and an
authentic sense of self. In a collection of photographs and
interviews with everyday girls, Sealey provides young women with
relatable stories, solid advice, and inspiration that will help them
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find the strength and courage to raise their own voices. Sealey’s
diverse subjects share insight into how they view themselves, what
makes them feel strong and powerful, what they worry about,
advice they have for younger girls, and their opinions on friendship,
social media, and school. Through the powerful conversations,
other girls will learn that their voices matter and to use their voices
in the best possible way—to create and shape the world for the
better. Raising Girls’ Voices shares a collection of interviews with
strong and confident girls that will empower and enlighten other
girls to use their voices to create positive change.
In this landmark work, internationally beloved teacher of meditation
and mindfulness Jack Kornfield reveals that you can be happy now,
this minute, with the keys to inner freedom. In his first major book
in several years, the inspiring author of the classic A Path with
Heart, Jack Kornfield, invites us into a new awareness. Through his
signature warmhearted, poignant, often funny stories, with their
Aha moments and O. Henry-like outcomes, Jack shows how we get
stuck and how we can free ourselves, wherever we are and whatever
our circumstances. Renowned for his mindfulness practices and
meditations, Jack provides these keys for opening gateways to
immediate shifts in perspective and clarity of vision, allowing us to
see how to change course, take action, or—when we shouldn’t
act—just relax and trust. Each chapter presents a path to a different
kind of freedom—freedom from fear, freedom to start over, to love,
to be yourself, and to be happy—and guides you into an active
process that engages your mind, heart, and spirit, awakens your
spirit, and brings real joy, over and over again. Drawing from his
own life as a son, brother, father, and partner, and on his forty years
of face-to-face teaching of thousands of people across the country,
Jack presents a stirring call to be here, in the power of the now, the
present, as we work through life’s passages. His keys to life will
help us find hope, clarity, relief from past disappointments and
guilt, and the courage to go forward.
From New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling Author, Lisa
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Mondello... a contemporary western romance featuring those hot
Texas cowboys and the women who tame them in her popular
romance series TEXAS HEARTS Ever since Mitch Broader set foot
in Texas, he dreamed of owning his own ranch. Now that he's
bought a share in the Double T Ranch, he's one step closer to the
dream. Then his past greets him in the form of a baby basket,
complete with infant and birth certificate naming him as the father.
He can't change diapers and work toward his dream at the same
time. When Sara Lightfoot, "Miss Hollywood" in Mitch's eyes,
rescues him with her particular knack for handling his precocious
son, he hires her on the spot as a temporary nanny. No matter how
much Sara's dark eyes and warm heart make this bachelor think of
making their arrangement permanent, she's made it perfectly clear
she has other plans that don't include him or his dreams. Sara
Lightfoot never thought she'd return to her home on the reservation.
Now she plans to go back to the reservation as a Native American
storyteller, teaching the Apache children stories of their culture. She
didn't expect Mitch Broader's sexy smile or job offer as a live-in
nanny to derail those plans. After all she's been through to come
home, can she open up her heart once again to love? Texas Hearts:
Her Heart for the Asking (currently free), His Heart for the
Trusting, The More I See, Gypsy Hearts, Leaving Liberty, His
Texas Heart
The inspiring story of how one Harvard lawyer left her corporate
job to follow her dreams. Kieves takes the life/work coach genre to
a new level. Rather than just remind us why we need to follow our
bliss, she goes the full distance to support us while we do it,
coaching us along the way. Kieves now shares the dynamic wisdom
she has taught for years in her popular workshops. She examines the
fears that often arise in career transition. She recounts how she left
behind life as a successful corporate lawyer to discover her buried
creative self, focus on her writing, & developed the life that filled
her soul & paid the bills. This book is complete with solutions to the
anxieties & road blocks you may confront on your path.
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His Heart for the Trusting
This Time I Dance!
Trust in an Age of Arrogance
Finding Your Right Mate in 10 Easy Steps
In God We Trust
Trusting the Truth 2

Wrong turns, humiliating flops, painful
heartbreaks—and happiness? Yes, believe
it or not, they can go hand in hand.
Blogger and author Mandy Hale,
affectionately known as “The Single
Woman” to her half-million social-media
followers, is living an adventurous
life that proves even our lowest lows
and messiest mess-ups can point us
toward our joy-filled destiny as single
women. In I’ve Never Been To Vegas, But
My Luggage Has, Mandy delivers heart-toheart, often hilarious stories from a
life filled with love and loss, glamour
and goose bumps, faith and friendship,
big dreams and battle scars. She shares
the bittersweet euphoria of her highschool romance, the panic-stricken
cluelessness of her first day on a
stressful job, and the foot-in-mouth
horror of her red-carpet interview with
a music legend. Along the way, Mandy
dollops personal anecdotes with
encouraging insights. From thrilling
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first kisses to crushing break-ups,
from soaring career milestones to
promising flights that never quite got
off the ground, she unfolds in often
uproarious detail the zigzags along the
path toward a pinnacle moment: sharing
a table and a pinch-me-I’m-dreaming
conversation with her lifelong hero. In
the end, Mandy turns Sin City’s
infamous marketing slogan on its head:
What happens in her life doesn’t stay
in her life. She shares even her
darkest moments in witty, winsome ways
that make us not only feel her pain,
but also laugh with her and apply her
hard-won nuggets of inspiration to our
own lives. “Happily Ever After” might
not look or feel quite like what we
expect, but as Mandy is discovering—and
as we can discover along with her—it is
well within our reach.
Life is a journey and an adventure. At
times, the road is a thrilling
rollercoaster ride and at others it is
paved with pains and potholes.
Sometimes we lose our way and life
careens out of our control but these
events don't have to side track us
forever.The detours we take can propel
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us onto the road that leads to our
destiny while transforming us in the
process. When we understand that
difficulties are meant to move us
forward in our journey, we learn to see
obstacles as opportunities and trials
as tests.The secret to moving forward
on the road of life is a gift we all
have deep within, called Faith.Faith is
the fuel that fires up our engine. It
is the power behind the promises and
the light that dispels darkness.
Without it, we will never become the
people we were created to be or live
the life we dream of. Simply put, Faith
is believing in a better tomorrow,
ditching victim mentality, and putting
action behind intention.The Power of
Faith contains simple steps that will
guide you to: - Activate your secret
weapon- Banish doubt, guilt, and fearBe healed from emotional wounds- See
difficulties as stepping stones to your
destiny- Increase your confidence,
contentment, and creativity- Achieve
your goals and dreams- Enjoy a life of
bliss and blessing Now is the time to
take a step in a new direction. Open
your heart and mind and embark upon
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your journey to Faith. You will never
be the same!
Let this book be your haven, guide,
fairy godmother, or map for making your
creative dreams real. It's a "paper
lantern" to illuminate your path. Your
dreams glow in the dark even if you
don't ever tend to them. They will wait
for you. I know this from my
experiences as a recovering
procrastinator and perfectionist. My
dreams waited for me -- now you can
begin to make your creative dreams
REAL!
If your business is not where you want
it to be, or you've been implementing
tactics that aren't working, this book
is a 'must read.' Julie's passion and
expertise shine through in this
refreshing business book which turns
traditional business building and
business development on its head using
a unique and feminine approach that
gets to the heart and soul of success
for you as a business woman. Julie's
innovative DANCE system shows you how
to create meaningful and authentic
success in your business and in your
life. DANCE is a simple and creative
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approach to grow your business in a
completely different way. After reading
this book you will have more clarity
and focus, be able to embrace your
uniqueness, and understand and overcome
what's currently stopping you succeed.
2009 Guide To Literary Agents
Trusting Grace (Virtues and Vices of
the Old West Book #3)
39 Life Lessons from Today's Greatest
Teachers
Law Practice
Trusting Love
Creating the Work You Love
Trusting Fate By: J.V. Cristie Olivia Sullivan and
Jake Mitchell were high school sweethearts in a
quaint Texas city. When Jake decided to join the US
Navy after graduation, Olivia accepted a full dance
scholarship to Florida State University. The two love
birds agreed to go their separate ways, wanting the
other to follow their dreams and experience life to
the fullest. Olivia’s plans tragically changed forever
though when a drunk driver plowed into the family
car, leaving her orphaned and broken. After twelve
weeks in a coma, Olivia found a miraculous surprise
amongst the anguish: a secret. What happens when
Jake and Olivia reconnect after eight years? Will
their once fiery love be rekindled, or has it been
snuffed out by time? Can Jake ever forgive Olivia’s
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secret? Trusting Fate invites readers on an
adventure, navigating the tumultuous waters of loss,
family, deceit, and love.
"You just can’t trust anyone!" seems to be a
constant refrain in the modern world. Indeed,
learning to trust is one of life’s most difficult lessons.
"That’s because trust is not a verb," says legendary
life coach Iyanla Vanzant, "it’s a noun. Trust is a
state of mind and a state of being." In this wise book,
the New York Times best-selling author and host of
OWN’s popular reality TV show Iyanla: Fix My Life
reveals how to cultivate this liberating power—by
exploring what trust really is, how to trust, and why to
trust. She outlines the special rewards that come
from mastering the four essential trusts: trust in God,
trust in yourself, trust in others, and trust in life. And
she challenges us to see how each of these are
actually deeply interconnected. Too often our fear of
whether or not we can really trust an individual or an
institution and what they represent erodes our
confidence and undermines our relationships. When
trust is broken or there is a betrayal, it can bring us
face-to-face with our shadow, revealing that
someone has failed to live up to our expectations
and thus "outs" our hidden beliefs. "You never get
what you ask for; you always get what you expect,"
says Iyanla. When someone betrays our trust it
reveals the high price paid for such deep
disconnection. This book’s pragmatic trust-building
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prescriptions demonstrate how communication,
consistency, and cooperation can antidote trustdestroying behaviors and revitalize us with increased
authenticity, greater resilience, and renewed peace
in every part of our lives.
An inspirational guide for women that dares them to
live life to the fullest Natasha Kogan dares any
woman to use this book as a springboard to launch
herself into a life that is more rewarding, exciting,
interesting, and fun. On every page of her lively
guide you will find a shot of energy and inspiration
encouraging you to escape your hectic schedules,
endless errands, and growing to-do lists, and find the
time to do the things that make life more fulfilling. In
30 short chapters containing practical and refreshing
dares, checklists, and inspirational sidebars, The
Daring Female's Guide to Ecstatic Living will turn
any woman into a daring female. Dare to take life's
detours. Dare to look forward more than you look
back. Dare to have a life wish list and to check off
one wish every year. Dare to find what makes you
ecstatic and do it for at least ten minutes a day. So
go ahead, open this book to any page, and start
living your life with gusto, guts, and satisfaction.
All of her life, Grace Bidwell has longed for a loving
husband and children, but now the chances of her
dreams coming true are looking slim. Widowed and
caring for her elderly father, she struggles to
maintain her late husband's ranch, until she places
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an ad for a hired hand. Robert Frasier arrives in town
with three pitiful, bedraggled children who have
nothing but the tattered clothes on their backs and a
load of hurt, pride, and anger. Believing this is divine
intervention in her life, Grace welcomes them with
open arms. As feelings grow between her and
Robert, Grace will have to convince him that she is a
woman who can be trusted with his heart. Readers
will be swept away into 1860s Montana's lush
Gallatin Valley, nestled among towering mountains
and proud pines, in this emotional conclusion to the
Virtues and Vices of the Old West series.
How Ballroom Dancing Saved My Life
Trusting the Journey of Creating the Work You Love
Trust
How Women Can Share Prayers, Wisdom, and the
Blessings of God
Body & Soul (Watertown, Mass.)
From Your Lips to God's Ear
Reverend Renita J. Weems draws upon two prayers
from the Book of Luke, examining the relationship
between Mary and her older cousin to reveal the
important effect mentoring has on the lives of women.
The story of a young pregnant Virgin Mary visiting
her older pregnant cousin Elizabeth, told in Luke
1:39-56, is one of the most profound examples in the
Bible of an empowered mentoring relationship
between women. Drawing upon the Hail Mary and
The Magnificat 9rayers, SHOWING MARY retells
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this touching story, revealing how both mentor and
protg use their respective gifts and energies to support
ach other. This relationship is then applied to modern
life, emphasizing the importance of women mentoring
women, nurturing each others dreams, sharing
wisdom and experiences, and building networks of
mutually rewarding friendships between older and
younger women.
Life's Garden of Weekly Wisdom is a charming and
delightful word garden filled with tasty bites for one's
soul. This garden promises to give the reader years of
spiritual nourishment. Each chapter explores a
practical application of principle. Sandy writes with
clarity, love and self-awareness. A great book for both
a spiritual seeker unfamiliar with Science of Mind
principles and the spiritually mature. "My purpose in
writing this book is to speak to those people who feel
they are spiritual but don’t fit into a typical church
philosophy. Everyone has a sense of spirituality; some
just haven’t met it yet. If you are looking for a new
way to view life, I invite you to check out Centers for
Spiritual Living at CSL.org. I also encourage speakers,
ministers, teachers, and others to share these ideas in
your own way to inspire other people. To this end, I
invite you to explore one lesson each week, by yourself
or in a group. I hope you enjoy reading these thoughts
on spirituality as much as I enjoyed writing them."
Josh...... A playboy in his own right, with the weight of
the world on his shoulders. A past that affects every
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moment of his present. Having a controlling father use
the family business as a bargaining tool, can Josh keep
his life in check to save the future he rightly desires
and deserves? Lux... A small-town girl, drowning in
the big city lights of London. After her friends
convince her to have a celebratory night on the town
can she keep the past that haunts her away from the
man who has every chance of stealing her heart? Can
Lux and Josh Trust in each other to save themselves
from the forces hell-bent on breaking them?
Stop Feeling Overwhelmed by Life Learn how to stop
your worries and self-doubt and start listening to
yourself. “Trust Yourself, then your will know how to
live”-Goethe. We are living in an age of constant
media messages and so-called expert advice telling us
to be richer, thinner, smarter, and faster. You do not
have to fall victim to what others say. In her warm and
inimitable way, international expert on change and
executive coach M.J. Ryan guides us to look at our
lives from a different perspective. To imagine what
they would be like if we practiced an attitude of selftrust, if we received the gifts trusting ourselves might
give us. Trusting Yourself is a book that enables you to
tap into the wisdom inside yourself by cultivating selfawareness, self-confidence, and self-reliance. A life
coach book with affirmations for self-esteem. Learn
how to quiet the critics?inside and out?and trust
yourself instead. If you accept that we learn through
trial and error, if you believe that we each have unique
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strengths and that not one of us has to have them all, if
you realize that labels only get in the way; then your
self-trust will grow, your worries will shrink, and
you’ll find happiness and success with a lot less effort.
A Love Letter to Ourselves. An ode to what is right
with us, Trusting Yourself encourages you to find the
power within yourself to overcome and succeed. In
Trusting Yourself discover: Positive affirmations and
heart-warming anecdotes Helpful and thoughtprovoking quotes from renowned historical and
cultural leaders of the last century Authentic and
genuine wisdom that is both healing and supportive If
books like Chasing the Bright Side, Girl Wash Your
Face, or You are a Badass have helped you live a
better life, then Trusting Yourself should be your next
read.
Showing Mary
Trusting Yourself
Make Your Creative Dreams Real
Journey with God Part 2: Trusting in the Father's
Heart
A Journey to Healing, Wholeness, and Harmony
No Time Like the Present
"Real life was messy. Sloppy bathrooms I could
handle. Love I could not." For thirty-three-year-old
Cassie Hayes, life is about to get messier. She can't
cook, unless you count coffee as a meal (she does).
She can't commit (just ask her ex-husband). She
drinks too much (tequila for breakfast). Of course,
she has guided her share of authors to the bestseller
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list for the literary publishing house where she works
(when she makes it to the office). And now she must
coax a sequel out of a Pulitzer Prizewinning authorturned-recluse. Moving in with the recluse is one
thing, but teaching him the hustle so he can win the
heart of his Spanish housekeeper is way beyond the
call of duty. Cassie slowly unravels, with no
coffeehouses, no bagels and nothing but sand for
nightlife. On top of that, she's having phone sex with
her favorite author, the mysterious, London-based
Michael Pearton, who has suddenly decided to ruin
their perfect affair by insisting that after five years
they meet in person. Add a tabloid reporter who is
after the literary story of a lifetime, and Cassie's
dance card is full.
The papers presented in this volume honor Thomas
O. Buford. Buford is Professor Emeritus in Philosophy
at Furman University where he taught for more than
forty years. Several of the papers in this volume are
from former students. But Professor Buford is also a
pre-eminent voice of fourth generation Personalism,
and Boston Personalism in particular. Personalism is
a school of philosophical and theological thought
which holds that the ideas of “person” and
“personality” are indispensable to an adequate
understanding of all metaphysical and
epistemological problems, as well as are keys to an
adequate theory of ethical and political human
interaction. Most personalists assert that personality
is an irreducible fact found in all existence, as well as
in all interpretation of the meaning of existence and
the truth about experience. Anything that seems to
exist impersonally, such as inanimate matter,
nevertheless can exist and have meaning only as
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related to some personal being. The Boston
Personalist tradition was inaugurated by Borden
Parker Bowne and continued by Edgar S. Brightman,
Peter Bertocci, John Lavely, Carol Robb, and Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Ebony's fallen into a new whirlwind relationship with
Darius, but not everything is as rosy as it seems to
be. They both have doubts of their own jaded pasts
that have left them struggling to come to terms with
what they have. It isn't made any easier when Dina
meets an unexpected woman from Darius's past to
discover the truth about him. What started off as an
attempt to protect her friend has become something
much deeper that has made Dina question whether
she's doing the right thing. Will Ebony and Darius
finally reveal the truth about themselves? Is this
mysterious woman set on breaking them up?
Keywords: Christian Romance Fiction Books, African
American Christian Fiction, Christian Fiction, Urban
Street Fiction, Urban African American, Urban Books
Black Authors, African American Books, Christian
Fiction Books by Black Authors, Christian Books,
Christian Fiction, African American, African
American Romance, Black Authors Full Books, Urban
Books, Urban, Urban Fiction
From bestselling author S. Usher Evans comes an
award-winning young adult fantasy series filled with
masked mischief and mystery. Fans of Throne of
Glass and The Kiss of Deception will get swept away
in this brilliant series about a runaway-princessturned-vigilante who must resume her royal duties
when her father and brother are murdered. Brynna
has passed an important test, but the long road to
reclaiming her kingdom is still fraught with dangers.
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Bolstered by her growing army of loyal soldiers, as
well as friends new and old, she takes strides to free
her people from the tyrannical hold of Ilara. But
alliances are fragile, and old foes bring new
challenges to the would-be queen. And Brynna learns
that trust is harder to come by than she first thought.
The Veil of Trust is the third book in the bestselling
Princess Vigilante series. Readers around the world
have fallen in love with this fantastical world of seas
and mountains, political intrigue, and masked
mischief. Series Order The City of Veils The Veil of
Ashes The Veil of Trust The Queen of Veils Praise for
The Princess Vigilante Series ★★★★★ "Once I started, I
didn't want to stop and I did cry a few times (just a
few tear drops here and there)." - Goodreads
Reviewer ★★★★★ "I related a lot to Brynna. We are
both so stubborn and bullheaded, unwilling to admit
fault, it made reading her story feel like I was
reading about a piece of myself." - Goodreads
Reviewer ★★★★★ "I've always loved books with snarky
female leads who can kick some ass." - Goodreads
Reviewer ★★★★★ "I highly suggest this book to anyone
who read the Throne of Glass series. There are some
similarities to the way the two women are in hiding
and are thrust back into their royal titles. This book
is full of great fight scenes, emotional blows, and
great moments of laughter." - Goodreads Reviewer
Search Terms: YA Fantasy, Princess, Assassin, Young
Adult, magic, sorcery, myth, actions, female
protagonist, novel, hero, fantasy, political, mystery,
Young Adult Fantasy, Princess Fantasy, vigilante
fantasy, epic fantasy, epic YA fantasy, YA epic
fantasy, Young adult epic fantasy, clean romance
Spanish Disco
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A Novel
The Power of Faith
A Blessing in Disguise
Trusting Blake
Growing Your Self-Awareness, Self-Confidence, and
Self-Reliance

A Harvard-educated former lawyer recounts
her decision to leave her successful
corporate job to follow her heart and
invites readers to do the same, sharing
insights and tips from her career coaching
workshops. Reprint.
Now, more than ever, in a market glutted
with aspiring writers and a shrinking
number of publishing houses, writers need
someone familiar with the publishing scene
to shepherd their manuscript to the right
person. Completely updated annually, Guide
to Literary Agents provides names and
specialties for more than 800 individual
agents around the United States and the
world. The 2009 edition includes more than
85 pages of original articles on
everything you need to know including how
to submit to agents, how to avoid scams
and what an agent can do for their
clients.
A little trouble might be just what they
need… When Josie Kline seeks shelter from
a surprise blizzard at her best friend’s
tavern, she expects to be on her own for
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the night. Instead she comes face to face
with a grumpy and darkly handsome stranger
who claims to be there to run the
generator. Trapped by the storm, power
out, Josie finds herself intrigued by her
attractive and irritating companion. A
really bad move considering the current
state of her life. She needs to figure out
her future and get out of town again, not
waste time thinking about the sexy man she
just met. It still amazes Mateo Guerrero
that he somehow ended up working as a
dishwasher/bartender in a small town in
Pennsylvania. He certainly does not need
an annoying, tempting, beautiful woman
blowing into his world and messing him up
even more. In Trusting Love, overwhelming
desire and scorching passion compete with
the ghosts of the past as two people try
to move forward into the promise of the
future. Will they be brave enough to take
the chance?
Why yet another book about forgiveness?
Abundant literature, written from
Christian and other spiritual
perspectives, is available specifying why
forgiving those who offend us results in
such improved physical, mental/emotional,
and spiritual health. What makes this book
unique, however, is that it deals strictly
with survivors of child abuse and the
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profound ways that they are affected for
life without some type of intervention.
Learning to forgive, healing from abuse,
and trusting/finding intimacy with Father
God are three processes that are
difficult, if not impossible, for most
survivors of child abuse to experience.
The power inherent in forgiveness
contributes enormously to healing for deep
wounds and the realization of true
intimacy with the One we are privileged to
call Abba, Father. Many survivors' highly
personal, deeply sensitive, and incredibly
dramatic accounts of abuse suffered, their
choices to forgive, their experiences of
deep healing, and ultimately the
fulfillment of lifelong desires for
closeness with God are documented in
Forgiving Others and Trusting God . . .
Handbook for Survivors of Child Abuse. You
will find these accounts both
inspirational and unforgettable! Even if
you never were victimized as a child, you
will gain plenty of hands-on, practical
tools to assist in your own journey from
overcoming any emotional or spiritual
obstacles and hindrances to forgiving
others and trusting God. J. E. NorrisBernal, M.S., was a Marriage and Family
Therapist for over 20 years and an active
member of the American Association of
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Christian Counselors. Ms. Norris-Bernal is
currently a college professor teaching
English and Psychology courses. She is
also a Christian life coach for local and
long-distance clientele. Prior to her work
as a mental health professional, Ms.
Norris-Bernal was a professional editor
for 10 years. She resides in Arizona with
her husband, and they have three adult
children living in Southern California.
Prose of the Caynon
Of Trust & Heart
Healing the Daughters of Narcissistic
Mothers
30 Dares for a More Gutsy and Fulfilling
Life
Forgiving Others and Trusting God . . . a
Handbook for Survivors of Child Abuse
Experience Healing for Deep Wounds That
Hinder Your Relationship with
The Great War changed everything for Lady Harriet
Cunningham. Instead of being presented at eighteen, she
trained to be a nurse and shared forbidden kisses with
her colleagues. But now in 1923, at the age of 24, Harriet
is facing spinsterhood. It's not such a ghastly prospect
to her, but as the daughter of the Earl of Creoch, there's a
certain expectation that she must meet. So, in a last
attempt to find a match for their daughter to see her safe
and secure, they send her to her aunt and uncle in New
York. Only when she gets there, she and her cousin, a
man who, like her, suffers from the weight of expectation
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from his father, decide on one last hoorah as a memory
to hold close to their heart in their later life. But when
they arrive at the speakeasy hidden beneath a small
bookstore, Harriet finds herself entranced by the singer.
No matter how hard she wants to please her family and
do her duty, she finds that there's something about the
woman that she can't stay away from — that she can't
ignore her heart. Which is loudly calling for Miss Rosalie
Smith.
Using the amazing story of how they found one another,
a husband-and-wife team encourages singles to skip the
dating scene and put a personal ad in God's
newspaper--to align their conscious and unconscious
minds with the energies of the universe to bring them
together with their ideal love.
Some of today's most important teachers and thinkers
share their personal stories of healing wisdom, selfunderstanding, inner peace, and life transformation as
they share their most challenging experiences, in a
volume that features contributions by Dean Ornish,
Bernie Siegel, Joan Borysenko, Harriet Lerner, Susan
Jeffers, Dharma Singh Khalsa, and others. Original.
These are all things that we have to deal with when going
through a career change. What is most difficult is
deciding to make the change, especially when you are
good at what you do, and wonder whether you should
just stick it out in an unhappy-albeit well-paidenvironment instead of taking a risk and starting over
doing something you love. In This Time I Dance!, Tama
Kieves shares the inspiring wisdom that led her from
being a successful Harvard lawyer to an even more
successful writer and life coach. The best part? She's
happy with her career! We all look for what will make us
happy in life, but we don't always make the choices that
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we should when it comes to sustaining that happiness.
Tama Kieves shows how to do just that: how to stay
happy and employed doing something you love, and
what it takes to stop being a stressed-out worker and
make peace with your career-and, most important, with
yourself. Filled with solutions to the anxieties and
roadblocks you may confront on your path, This Time I
Dance! is for all those who are unfulfilled at work and
uncertain of the practical steps that they should follow to
achieve their dreams.
Trusting In You
365 Daily Devotions
Finding Freedom, Love, and Joy Right Where You Are
The 7 Essential Moves to Bring Your Business to Life
Persons, Institutions, and Trust
Will I Ever Be Good Enough?

This Small Book Of Prose, Is a collection
of my thoughts and feelings throughout the
last many years. I have been writing these
down trying to express and rely my
emotions or lack there off. Through all of
'Prose Of The Canyon.' I have felt many
times no one understands me and my
darkness I needed some way to get out my
feelings. I have been told before that I
should try and make a little book of my
thoughts. That is what I am doing now
taking this wonderful chance provided by
this E-Book Service. To try to share my
secrets and shadows with this small
collection of my inner darkness the best I
can through text.
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“I’ve been dancing steadily since that
Valentine’s Day. I have taken countless
lessons and classes, passed a professional
certification exam, done several shows and
a competition—yes, dressed in those
outrageous gowns and false eyelashes—and
then gone back home to the kids, the
soccer, the housework, and to work the
next day. It hasn’t been easy to make room
in the schedule for my passion, but I have
done it, because I’m certain now that it
is necessary for life. This new period is
rich—as rich in some ways as having my two
children because it has been a kind of
birth—but it has also been extraordinarily
painful thanks to the self-examination
that dancing has provoked in me. And so,
because of dance, I can say, unequivocally
and gratefully, that I am alive at last.”
– From Quick, Before the Music Stops
“There is no time for regret in dance. You
have only now, this moment, for your
performance, your glorious movement.
Whatever you’re going to do, do it now,
quick, before the music stops.” – Janet
Carlson In her twenties, Janet Carlson was
a successful competitive ballroom dancer,
but she abandoned dancing to raise a
family and pursue a more conventional
profession as an editor for a luxury
lifestyle magazine. Twenty years later,
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she seemed to have it all: two beautiful
daughters, a glamorous job, and a
handsome, talented husband. Despite all of
her successes, she felt a terrible void her marriage was deeply troubled, and she
was somehow withdrawn in the very midst of
her own life and the lives of her
children. Then, one Valentine’s Day, her
husband gave her ballroom dancing lessons
as a gift, and everything changed. She
discovered the joy, passion, and
confidence she hadn’t realized had gone
missing for so long. Over time, Janet
discovers that ballroom dancing also
contains the secrets to life and love: the
give-and-take of dance, two bodies in
rhythm and harmony, mirrors the
reciprocity of human relationships. Total
trust between partners is as vital on the
dance floor as it is within a marriage.
And yet, both partners - in dance and in
life - must stand on their own two feet.
The unadulterated joy Janet feels as she
intuitively moves to the music speaks to
the kind of absolute, whole-body happiness
we were born to have. On the dance floor,
she finds resolve in the waltz, selfconfidence in the tango, and passion in
nearly everything. Embracing dance once
more allows her to let go of a marriage
that was completely out of sync; put more
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heart and emotion into her work; find more
time to truly be with her children; and
ultimately rejoice in her intrinsic
balance and poise. Told with precision,
grace, and painstaking honesty, Quick,
Before the Music Stops is the tale of one
woman’s midlife renewal through dance, and
how her newfound empowerment transcends
the dance floor and becomes immediate and
relevant in every aspect of her life. It
shows us how to recognize and celebrate
both our strengths and our flaws, reignite
passion for the everyday, and how to step
from the periphery into the light and
surrender to the music.
The Veil of Trust
The Cult of the Purple Rose
I've Never Been to Vegas, but My Luggage
Has
Stepping into Success
(book 2 Texas Hearts)
Darkness with In
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